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Unit Title/ Topic
UNIT 4: Textual Analysis Assessment Hours 30

Mastering Content and Skills through INQUIRY (Establishing the purpose of the Unit): What will students learn? This unit is the culmination of student work in the class related to both
analysis and an understanding of how a film’s context affects its meaning.

Unit Description and texts

Students will choose a 5 minute sequence from a film and research and explain the director’s choices therein in a 1750 word essay that includes a bibliography.

The texts will be 3 films chosen from the IB Prescribed Film list -- those films are Ace in the Hole, M, and Le Havre.

Transfer goals/Skills Approaches to learning (ATL)

Skills:

Students’ thinking - students will need to work within the established film grammar to
identify and explore the significance of a director’s choices.

Research - research into the film’s context as well as critical appraisals of the film will be
essential to writing a strong analysis.

Communication - students will write with clarity and brevity (1750 words max)

Details: This is the culmination of several skills -- research, understanding context, film
grammar, MLA citations, and in-depth analytical thinking.

Category: Thinking skills

Details: This assessment combines two skills -- thinking and research.  The research should
guide students, but, ultimately, students must make connections between the film text and
the research at hand to create an opinion of the film.

Content/skills/concepts
Learning process

Students will know the following content:
PowerPoint lecture/notes -- guidance on the requirements of the assessment
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Context affects meaning.

Students will develop the following skills:

Merging researched evidence with creative thought and exploration of ideas.

Students will grasp the following concepts:

Film communicates meaning through a director’s choices.

Student lecture/leading - this is an independent assessment

Interdisciplinary learning - exploring the socio-cultural, historical and political context of the
film.

Details: Students can receive feedback on a draft of their writing.  They have 31 days to
complete the assessment (research, writing, receiving feedback, and revising).

Language and Learning TOK Connections CAS connections

Activating background knowledge - relying on film
language/grammar to identify and explore elements.

Demonstrating Proficiency - as students have practiced
analysis of the two years, this will be the final culmination of
these skills.

Details: Students will need to bring everything together in
this final assessment. This is not an information writing, but
rather a persuasive one as students must argue their points
with research and reason.

Ways of knowing - students will work to express how their
understanding of film language/grammar communicates ideas
from the director to the audience.

There are no CAS connections connected to this unit.

Essential Understandings and Questions

Factual: Film has its own film language.

Conceptual: How does film communicate ideas nonverbally?

Debatable: A film may only have one meaning/interpretation.
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Common Assessment Tasks
List of  formative and summative assessments.

DP
Assessments

Textual
Analysis

Assessment Objectives

MAHS.RE.2 Interpret intent and meaning in
artistic work.

3a. Critically interpret various sources of
information in order to support analysis.

1a. Identify the film elements associated with
conveying meaning in a variety of film texts.

3c. Evaluate films created by themselves and
others and articulate an informed personal
response using appropriate cinematic
language and vocabulary.

Formative Assessments Students will receive feedback (and
a grade) on their rough draft.

Summative
Assessments

The final 1750 essay with a
works cited page.

Learning Experiences

Add additional rows below as needed.

Topic or Content
Learning Experiences

Personalized Learning and Differentiation All
information included by PLC in the differentiation box
is the responsibility and ownership of the local school

to review and approve per Board Policy IKB

Choosing and watching the film
Again, students have 3 options from which to choose. Student choice in film

Exploring and researching context
Researching reputable and valid websites. Students will use the
ECCO map to organize their ideas.

Students choose their resources.

Writing the essay
Students will follow a template. The template is provided to all students.

Revising the essay
Students will rely on teacher notes to revise and then resubmit
the essay.

n/a

Content Resources

Additional supports in this unit should include:  exemplar essays from previous year’s students.
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